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Flutter Prediction inPractice 

by 

E. G. Broadbent 

A brief sunmary is given of the resources avsilable for flutter 
prediction, both experimental and theoretical. Specific flutter investi- 
gations sre described for four scpsrate flu~tcr inoidents which have 
occurred in Great Britsin during the past few years. In all four 
examples good agreement is eventually obtained between the cslculations 
and full sode experience sndit is thought that useful lessons oanbe 
learned from the steps d-dch proved necessary to get this agreement. Twu 
of the examples relate to cLassical flutter, in v&i.& compressibility is 
wmportant, but in the other two examples, slthoi@ compsessibmt/ is 
important, it would have beenwrong to conclude that the incidents were 
only due to negative aeroQnami.0 dsmping in one degree of freedom. 
Conolusions for future guidznce are drawn from all the exarqles, with 
particular reference to the aero6ynsmi.c treatment. The paper concludes 
witi a few points from a more genersl statistiool survey of mcent 
incidents. 

This paper is to be presented at the-meeting of the Structures and 
Mxterisls Panel, itavisory Group for Aeronautical. Resesrch and Development, 
NdO, to be held at Washington, U.S.A., April, <956. 
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1 Introduction 

Flutter predicdon in recent years has been the subject of 
considerable and inoreasing effort in industry. Considerable ~8s is now 
made of awo&nsni.a models in wind tunnels and free flight, edlts0hniqUes 
of ground resonance testing end. flight flutter testing are contin.uQlly 
being improved. Perhaps the greatest development, however, has been in 
the field of high speed oomputing equipment which hns enabled lengthy 
oslculationn to be carried out as a matter of routine, where they ooIiLd 
not have been attempted a few years ego. With these advances the acouraay 
of flutter prediction is greatly improved, end some of the flutter incidents 
deswxbed later in zhe paper would probably have been prevented had suffi- 
cient resources been available during the design period. On the other hand 
the uncertainties associated with transonic speeds, low aspect ratios and 
higher frequency modes, involring chordwise distortion for example, are 
slso increasing. The biggest sin&e problem of the last few years has been 
that of predioting end countering control surface flutter in one degree of 
freedom. It is, however, wrong to think of all Mach nutxher sensitive 
oscillations as being examples of this type of flutter, as can be seen from 
the examples describzdin section l+ of this paper. The intention here is 
to give a brief desoription of the resources avsilsble for flutter pre- 
diction end then to examine the histories of chosen incidents in some 
detsil to show xhat steps were necossery in order to obtain good sgreement 
between cjloulations end full soele. A number of points of interest can 
be noted from these exsmp;les snd some further evidence is given from a 
survey of a larger number of incidents of recent times. In the four 
examples quotedin detail it is interesting that the find solution is 
always more compliontea then appeared Likely at sn earlier stage in the 
investigation. 

2 Experiment&l. resources avedlable 

The prediction of on aircraft flutter speed will generdly make use 
of results obteined from experimental research prograrmnes, but here we are 
oonoerned tith experimental work related speoificslly to the eiroraft 
itself. Such work fslls imo two classes; work on models, whiohis 
carried out in the ewly design stqes, and work on the complete sircraft, 
which is caried out immediately before and during the flight testing of 
the first prototw. It is not inzended here to give a. detailed description 
of these branches of flutter prediction, but a general appreoiation of 
their form and value is attempted. 

2.1 Model8 

The main purpose of wind tunnel and rocket models is to investigate 
the aeradynamia forces that enter the flutter problems. Two sorts of 
model can be used: a rigid model on which selected degrees of freedom 
we permitted for the measurement of derivatives, and a flexible model 
designed to give zhe flutter speeds direotly. Derivative models oen be 
used to measure overall wing derivatives or oontrol surface derivatives, 
and these measured values mey then be used in flutter osloulations. They 
can be designed either for wind tunnel testing or for ground launched 
rocket tests, in whioh case three mod&s are needsd. pitching about 
different axes and with different control surface gearings in order to get 
a complete set of derivatives. The results cannot dwsys be used directly 
in flutter zKLo$Lntions because of the effect of the mods2 we; instead 
they oanbe used to oheok or modif?y ths theory &ich is then applledto 
the modes of distortion assumedin the flutter calculation. 
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Flutter models can also be d&signed either for testing in a wind 
tunnel or by ground 13unJled rocket. In either OaSe the model represents 
the sircraft plan form, inertia distribution and sziffness distribution to 
a suitable scale. The wind. tunnel model offers scope for detailed eti- 
nation of the modes cf flutter and for considerable variation of stiffnssses 
and masses; on the other hand the rocket mods1 prwides a v&idle for invssti- 
gating transonio effects. Generslly the yodels Cl.1 be built to represent a 
calculated stiffness distribution, but occasionally the full scale structure 
may 5e copied, particularly at sny oomplicated junctions where calculation 
is urneliable. 

Some advantages and disadvantages of models sre compared in the 
f0llowing two tables. Table I compares rocket flutter models with tind 
tunnel flutter models and Table II compares flutter models mth derivative 
models. 

TABLE I -- 

rocket models nind-tunnel m0dels 
- 

construction flexible-probably confin& flexabls-whole sircrsft may 
to the xing or wing and be represented. 
silemn 

Mach ntmhber transonio and supersonic shost certainly subsonic 

testing one test per model with several. tests (usually 
telemetry hundreds) for varying 

stiffnesses 

malysis limited to the talemetry 0lose exsmination of the 
records. Often vibrations flutter mode is possible, 
oocur of unoertsin origin. and the s-cart of true 

flutter osn be reliably 
ostsblished. 

TABLE II. 

flutter models derivative models 

conswuotion 3s above - a f3irly long relaively simple - e.g. 
and sl3borate process solid steel 

testing flutter speeds measured - derivatives measured. A 
the testing itself being reliable technique and a 
very simple. Measurement suitable rig are needed. 
of modes is mOre difficult. When these 0re available the 
Stiffness and res0nance testing need not be very 
tests are generslly needed. el3b0rate. 

intcr~retati0n representation of full scale the acouracy of the measure- 
of results must be checked and w merits must be demonstrated: 

deficiencies irwestigated the results are used in 
by calculation flutter oalculations. 

special merits whre the structure can be derivatives Tikich are diffi- 
modelled directly and cal- cult to calculate may be 
cU.ation wcxiLd be doubtful measured e.g. the effeds of 
the mo&l. is most helpful. vzing bo&y interference, and 

tip effects on a wing of 
moderate to low aspeot ratio 
at low supersonic speeds. 

. 
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2.2 Ground Resonance Tests 

These tests are ideslly carried out on the first prototype inrmediately 
-before its first flight. A prinaipal value of the tests is that they give 
a ccmplete check of the structural data used in all the work on flutter 
prediotion. They may be designed to mewe the normel w&s of the aimraft, 
in which case the teahnique for excitation, support and measlrt‘ement will need 
to be wdl developed. If sufficient aocuraoy oan be obteine& however, the 
results are extremely vslusble as they can be compared directly with the 
oslaulated nwnxil modes. Ary &i. sorepcnaies can be investigated end the data 
used in the flutter calculation osn then be modified aco~rdingl,Y. 
Uternativcly the measured normal. modes oan be used directly as a basis for 
new flutter csloulations, but in general abetter continuity of flutter 
predicdonis obtainedif they ere used to oheck the data 88 first described. 
It is, perhaps, unsafe to rely on the measured modes so being faultless, 
without ahecking them agsinst oorresponding calculations. This is a strong 
argument for carrying out the normal mode oslculations, end. it is impo~mt 
that the tests end coloulations should relate to the ssme conditions of mass 
distribution, in one case at least; the tests (end, of course, the oaI.oU- 
lations) may eJ.so be oerried out for different mass conditions that will 
ooouz in practice. 

Beoause of the difficulty of measuring normal modes accurately, it 
may be preferred in some caees to meesure resonenOe modes as excited by 
single, or paired, exciters near the relevant oontrol surfaces. This muld 
enable the modes to be checked for control surface flutter one by one, but 
oaloulations in which mOre then One resonance mo& was included wnuldbe 
&iffiault. This teohnique has certein ndvantages over the measurement of 
norm& modes, but among other things, the comparison with calculations is 
more difficult. Some attempt at comparison should be made, however, 
probably by estimating the structural damping snd osloulatirg resonance 
modes for the seme exciter positions as v!LL 5e used in the ground. 
resonance tests. 

2.3 FL&-d, flutter tests 

Flight flutter tests represent -the or&y way of obtsining information 
on flutter by direot measurement in flight. In principle there are two 
methods of doing this both of which are regularly used in practice. One 
method, the forced oscLl.lation technique, applies a sinusoidal. exciting 
force to the eLrorsft snd records the response es the frequenoy is slowly 
increased through the important range. The resonsnoes are picked off, 
as in a ground resonance test, and the peak emplitudes plotted sgeinst 
airspeed; an appmach to flutter is indicatedby n sudden Increase in 
peek amplitude. The alternative method, of decaying oscillations, is 
to set the aircraft vibrating at a resonant frequency, either by an 
impulse or an oscillating force as before, and then to Ctlow the vibrations 
to die awey nut~slly, ihe rate of deoay being proportional to the net 
damping, and r;his is then plotted against airspeed. 

Plight flutter testing, backed up by calculations snd sometimes by 
model tests, oertsinly offers the best chenoe of avoiding flutter of the 

/ airorsft in practioe. The mein objection to flight flutter tests is the 
length of time required to complete them, for during this time little 
other flight research can be carried out beoause of the rather bulky 
equipment that must be carried. The theoretical backing is necessary in 
case some forms of flutter are approached so suddenly that there would 
be virtusllynowsrning; in any case it is not easy even if it is possible 
to watch all frequencies and d.1 parts of zhe siroraft at the same time, 
and flntter oa‘loulations enable the more dangerous possibilities to be 
seen in advance and investigated. 
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3 Theoretical work 

Flutter calculations are usually made in different forms as the 
aircraft aes1gn progresses. In the proJect stage simple formulae for the 
flutter speed sre sufficient, and in fact essential for preliminary weight 
estimates when alternatxve designs are being compared. Later simple flutter 
calculations ~1.11 be made for the design chosen, and finally when the 
detailed design is complste normal mode calculations and full flutter cal- 
culations are undertaken. 

3.4 Desi n criteria 

As far as flutter is concerned design criteria at present generally 
take the form of simple flutter speed formulae. A set of three criteria 
used for comparing the wing stiffness requirements of flutter, aileron 
reversal and divergeme are given below to indicate the typical form. 
These criteria are obtained partly from theoretical and partly from 
experimental. results, and they are clearly most accurate when applied to 
the same type of wing as was used in obtaining them. They should not be 
applied to unorthodox wings for which the critical speed may depend on a 
parameter not included, e.g. the aileron reversal speed may be raised by 
using an inboard aileron not allowed for in the criterion, and the flutter 
speed may be greatly affected by a large concentrated mass. Safety margins 
are included. 

Subsonic and transonic flutter 

The value of U is given by 

2 
u > O.OQ35 s CO6 R c v!z 

(0.77 + v) (1 - 0.166 M cos Q& 3 

where U 

v 

S 

n 

c 

A r 

.e 

lb ft/radian is the strain energy for a torsional deflection 
about the centre-line of the box varying linearly from zero 
at the wing centre-line to one radian at the wing tip 

is the maximum forward speed of the airoraft in knots E.A.S. 
and M the corresponding Mach number (M cos G <I) 

ft is the distance from wing root to tip measured normal to 
the centre line of the aircraft 

angle of svreepback of rentre-line of box 

ft is the chord parallel tc, centre line of airwaft at 0.7s 
from the root for 1 > A, > 0.4, snd at (0.65 + 0.125 A,)s fkm 
the root for 1, < 0.4 

tie chord taoer ratio = root chord 

average distance of inertia axis aft of leading edge +wing 
chord 
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J@ cm2 
r stiffness ratio = 

0.01 me s* 

An initial estimate is required of the value of r. It is 
unlikely to be less than 0.5 (the minimun value for which the 
formula should be used) for box wings of aspect ratio eight, and 
increases rapidly as aspect ratio is reduced. 

&$ lb ft/radian is the wing flexural stiffness measured at 0.7s 

% lb ft/radian is the wing torsional stiffness measured at 0.7s 

c m ft is the mean chord of the wing outboard of the root 

G degrees is the angle of sweepback of leading edge. 

Supersonic flutter 

No criterion for flutter at supersonic speeds is available but it is 
probable that if the transonic criterion is satisfied at a given altitude, 
flutter is not likely to oocup at that altitude for Mach numbers up to 
about 2.5 provided that the aerodynamic axis is withinL5$ chord of the 
inertial and flexural axes. 

Aileron reversal (conventional flap-type ailerons onthetrniling edge of 
the outer wing) 

The value of U is given by 

U > 0.00048 

where V knots E.A.S. is the maximum forward speed and 18 is the 
corresponding Mach number 

c as defined ebovs 

b ft is the wing span normalto centre-line of aircraft 

0, angle of sweepback of i chord line 
4 

al slope of ourve of lift coefficient against incidence 

"2 slope of curve of lift coefficient against aileron angle 

m slope of curve of nose dovm moment coefficient against aileron 
angle at constent incidence 

The values of a,, a2 and m should correspond to the value of )I. 

Wing divergence 

The value of U is given by 

u > 0.00056 V2 c2 b 
---$---al e 00s 

3 
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where e is the average distance of the flexural axis aft of' the aero- 
dynarmo axis expressed as a fraction of the chord. 

Tbis equation is the ssme as that for aileron reverssl except that e 
is substituted for L!L , 

a2 
end the safety margin increased. 

This formula should only be applied to wings with little or no 
sweepbaok but it is unlikely that divergence will be critical for highly 
swept wings. 

In more complloated cases where the simple formula does not apply, 
an approximate flutter speed can ususlly be obtained by consulting the 
results of experimentsl research work. For example the effect of a heavy 
mass on wing flutter csn be determind and. if the position of the mass 
can be varied, the most favourable cs.n be selected. Inthis wsy simple 
design criteria help in the ahoioe of an optimum design. 

3.2 Flutter calculations 

The structural assumptions made in the design flutter calculations 
have already been mentioned; probably in the early stages arbitrary 
modes will be used and in the later stages the results will be checked 
using calculated normal modes. On the aerodynamic side it is difficult 
to find a satisfactory middle course between ~WJ extremes.* On the one hand 
are available approxxnate mathematical solutions to the integral equations 
for the velocity potential at vsrious conditions of Mach number. The 
numerical work involved in solutions of this kind is very oonsiderable, 
but the preparation of numerical. tables and the use of high speed digital 
computers will probably lead to the accurate solutions of this type becoming 
a routine process. The other extreme is to use strip theory; in this case 
the procedure is either to estimate by rough rules aeroSynsmi0 Strip deriVa- 

tives appropriate to the aspect ratio, and possibly the Maoh number slso, 
whioh is being considered, or to use two-dimensionsl incompressible deriva- 
tives and to apply empirical oorreotions to the flutter speed for the aspect 
ratio and Maoh number. Of these two sinrple methods the latter is perhaps 
best for main surface flutter and the fewer for control -.urface flutter. 
These simple methods can be made to give good agreement with the flutter 
speeds measured on simple models, but it is not necessarily true that they 
will give equslly acaurate results for an aircraft wing. 

3.3 Correlation between calculations and flight measurements 

So msny doubtful quantities occur in the ooeffioients of the flutter 
equations that it is important to try to obtain agreement between theory 
and. experiment in as many ways as possible, Thus oalculations should be 
carried out on any flutter models that are built, and also on the aircraft 
in flight for comparison with any flight measurements that are intended. 
Nor is it satisfaatory to rely on experiment alone: a wind-tunnel (or 
rocket) model is unlikely to represent the aircraft wxth sufficient. 
aocuracy to be relied on without calculation, ard the fli&ht tests might 
be dangerous if they are not preceded by thorowh calculations. Another 
impOrtsd advantage gained by matohing calculations with experiment is 
that the experience oan be usedin future calculations on similsr problems. 

This purpose is illustrated by the examples discussed in the next 
section. Four flutter incidents which have occurred in Great Britain 
in the past few years are discussed in some detail in relation to the 

* One possibility, however, is discussed in sectionL&.. 
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enslyticd and experimentel investigations that were carried out to 

provide in each ease sn explanation end cure of the inoident. Studies Of 
this kind shouldbe of vslue in avoiding siml.lar o~ourrenoes in future. 

4 Specifio exemples of flutter incidents and associated investibwtiom 

The exsmples have been chosen to give a f&r cross-section Of the 
work of flutter incident investigation in recent times. The first, a form 
of tab flutter, &arts inith a fntdl accident and no direct information from 
flight work. The second, elevator flutter, also starts with an aoaident 
in whiah the elevator peas lost although the pilot safely landed. the airoraft; 
a record shodng the frequenoy and grovrth of the oscillation wsz preserved. 
In these two cases compressibility was unimportant, but in the third ana 
fourth derivative changes at Hugh subsonic Mach number were at least partly 
responsible; the incidents were relatively mild snd oooraTed mxe than Onoe. 

4.1 Combined effect of tvfo tabs 

The tail oonfiguration of a twin boom siroraft is shovrn in Fig.1. 
The shaded tabs, boundedby dotted lines, were fitted to the previous Mark 
of the aircraft, but the larger tabs, boundedby full lines, were fitted to 
the eiroraft which crashed. The reason for the modificaxion vpas to offset 
the effect of other changes. The important struoturd. modes were symmetrio 
boom bending at 8 c.p.s.* en3 symmetric tail bending (~~5th maximum sm&LtUle 
on the centre-line snd greater at the trsiling edge than the leading e@e) 
at 25 c.p.s. 

The aoddent investigation soon established that the tail broke Up 

first and evirienoe of violent repeated loading wxs found. The trim-tab snd. 
ps& of the spring-t& broke awsy from the siroreft in flight 5l.l before the 
main wreokage, snd the underslung elevator massbalance rreights came nwsy end 
were‘not recovered. One explanation put forward was that an elevator babnoe 
weight had pertly foiled during catapult launching 2nd had later been lost 
thus onusing elevator flutter. The evidence of the early tzib failures 
however rather conflicted with this view as elevator flutter would not be 
expected to cause high local stresses. Flutter calculations wBre stUted 
using ns degrees of freedom, the two modes mentioned above, a third 
resonance mode later found to be unimportant, elevator rotation, spring-tab 
rotation and trim-tab rotation. Violent tab flutter at 24 0.p.s. was found 
from these csloulations, even with full elevator mnssbolance. The result 
of the cslculntions is shown in Fig.2 where flutter speed is plotted against 
structurel demping in the motion of the tabs. The quantities involved are 
oonsidersbly greater than critiosl damping of the tsbs (the scale of Fig.2 
is arbitrary) wixioh indicates the violence of the flutter, and an imj?orzant 
point is that the two tabs together have a much stronger tendenoy to flutter 
thzn either tab slone. . 

The reason for the lack of prediction was that the tabs wsre designEd 
and fir;ted on the basis of msssbalnnoe criteria (ss was Customary at the time 
in Great Brittinh and the small tabs prwed satisfactory on the pretious Msrk. 
The trim-tab, which was probsbly the prinoipd oause of the aooidenz, ahO 
satisfied the frequency relations 

\ fL2; w$ 
“0 > 1.5 

* Numbers quoted here and elsewhere ore a.ppro&mate only. 
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vhere wy is the tab frequency 

op is the control surface frequencJr 

us 1s the main surface frequency 

as long as the main surface frequency is assumed to be the fundamentd, 
in this case 8 c.p.s. The tab frequencies were 

trim-tab frequency = 16 c.p.s. ) 
spring-tab frequency s 6 0.p.s. j (2) 

Although the spring-tab frequency is low however, it is well damp+& 
Finally the oriteria c?o nut take acoount of the cumulative effect of the 
two tabs. 

It is apparent from the flutter csloulations that the two tabs xill 
acibine to promote flutter much more strongly than either alone, (see Fig.2) 
pertiouled.y if the flutter frequency 1s higher than both their natural. 
frequencies.' Conclusions on the use of criteria can therefore be 
summarised as 

(i) The frequency requirements (1) are just as important ss the 
massbelsnoe requiremnts. 

(ii) Consideration of the fundamental main surface mod3 0I'if.y iS 
unsafe - probably frequencies at least up to the main surface tcrsicn mode 
should be considered, and this may be quite high on a tail surface. 

(Iii) The combined effeot of tabs should. be considered. 

A oombination of four xdi.ficar;ions was found to provide a 
satisfactory cure. These wxe 

(a) trim-tab chord reduced to standard - the improvement due to this 
slone is shown inFig.2. 

(b) trim-tab inertia reduced in addition to (a) 

(0) trim-tab statiwLly~b&Lsnced 

(d) spring-tab staticslly balanoel 

These modifications were proved in flight, but it was later found 
satisfactory to return to the smaller t&s of the previous Hark of the 
aircraft. 

A further genersl conclusion CM be made from the work, namely 

(iv) The modifications to an aircraft shoulil be scrutinised as 
areftiLl.y as the originel design. 

There is 110 suggestion that this was not done in this csse, as the 
modification was in fact treated in the ssme wsy as the original, and 
at the time lengthy flutter calculations were very rarely udertakenin 
Great Britain because of the lack of high speed computationsl aids; but 
it could well be imagined that a similar modification oould be ma& on a 
Merent aircraft without the flutwr possibi.lLties being considered. 

* This quditative result was investigated by varying the trim-tab 
aircuit stiffness. 
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In generdl it is a fair assumption that sny aerodynadc mdification 
shouldbe analysed for the possibility of flutter. 

Finelly the estimation of the aerdynsmia derivatives in the cslcU- 
lations is of interest. Some rules suggested by Minhirdck were used, and 
they are given below. 

Rule 1 

Rule 2 

Rule 3 

Rule l+ 

Rule 5 

Here Y 

Assume sll the verticsl displacement derivatives, denoted. by the 
suffix e, to be zero. 

Assume all the other displacement derivatives to have the seme 
value as the corresponding statio derivatives (u + 0), as 
estimated for stability purposes. 

kxum all the i-derivatives equal to the corresponding 
a-derivatives. 

Derive the other damping dfzivatives from the displacement 
derivatives of Rule 2 and the m&mum and minimum values of the 
two-aimensionsl derivatives with respect to frequency parameter, 
thus 

Assume the virtual Inertia derivatives have their twu4imendond 
vsJ.ues . 

iS the frequency parameter c ""/v 

Suffix jn 

suffix ZD 

refers to the three-dimensional derivative, i.e. the derivative 
actually usedin the calculations. 

refers to the two-aimensiond. derivatives, and for the dnmpings 
the maximum value is used, for the displacement derivatives the 
minimum vslue (with respect to Y) is used.* 

These rdes are intendeii for ‘aspect ratios of abour; 2 to 4; they <are 
thus s~tsble fnr mst control surface flutter cslculations. Without 
simple rules such as these the calculation of tab flutter becomes very 
difficult since the two-dzmensionsl derivatives differ greatly from the 
very few measured values avsilsble. 

It was thought that These rules might have been pessimistic in this 
mse, i.e. rdghz have lea zo a greater degree of instability than ocburred 
in practice. A similar calculation was therefore carried oui; on the 
configuzation of the previous Mark of eircrrrft as this was known to be 
free from flutter in practice; the cslotilation however wa also stable. 
On the ether hsnd the calculated flutter speed for the accident aanditian 
was definitely too low since the pilot was estimded to be flying at 
about 700 to 750 ft/soc. We msy therefore conclude 

(v) the Minbinniok rules gave good quditative agreement in this 
instance, although they underestimated the flutter speed. Compressibility 
effects were unimportant. 

* The general scheme of the notation for derivatives is indicated at the 
end of the paper. 
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4.2 Elevator flutter followed by flight flutter tests_ 

This was another case of flutter at relatively high indiaated speed 
and low altitude, where compressibilit effects were unimportant. Records 
from vibragraphs in the fin (see Rig.3 7 fmd from sn elevator cirouit force 
rcoorder were fortunately preserved and the flutter frequency of 22 c.p.8. 
was therefore known. The elevator wes power boosted and at first instability 
of the booster WIB suspected, but this ws.s shown to be impossible at the 
frequency involved. so that flutter cnlotila~ions were undarteken. Previous 
analysis had only ooverea the lower frequenoy modes, s@n beoause the lack 
of computing aids prevented fuller treatment. 

The first osloulation dter the acoident was a binary between a 
tailplane bending mode at 22 0.p.s. and elevator rotation, with the 
result shown in fig.4 w?&e flutter speed is plotted egsinst elevator 
massbelsnce end the flight incident is nxirkea. Tw&lirnensionel derivatives 
were used at this stage and it can be seen that the agreement was poor. 
Furthermore, inclusion of the ting motion measured in the mode at 22 a.p.s. 
maae the discrepanoy greater still, and the wing terms continued to be 
ignored until the find. oelculations. 

The next step was to repeat the ground resonenoe tests pz&ng 
pertioular attention to the moae at 22 c.p.s. It WAS found that an 
inAdeqUAte number of reccrding points hadbeen usedin the previous test.3 

with the results that the mode of distortion as drawn was inacaurate, end 
the oorrectea mode was found to have a no&e that crossed the leading edge 
some distance from the root instead of at the root. The new mode gave A 
less favourable pro&d of inertia with the elevator. Flutter oelo~ations 
were now repeated with the new mode, and at the same time the aerodywnio 
&tiVAtiVeS mre changea to confom to the Mdxinnick rules quoted in the 
last section. Each of these factors extendeathe nose zf the flutter 
curve so that-the combined effeoz (still neglecting wing terms) VW as 
shown in Fig.5. It was now felt that the agreement was good enough to 
indicate the cause of the flutter and the cure, which KLY clearly to 

increase the massbalenoe. That the msssbalance x%i not defective wsa 
proved by recovery of the elevator. The port eleva.tor was checked by 
outting it in half and. measuring the o.g. of the outer hslf andinner 
hslf separately; for the outer hslf the o.g. was on the hinge line Ond 
fw the inner h&f was appreoisbly ahena of it. In spize of this the 
massbolanoe vms less than dynamic because of the posizlon of the nodal 
line, which ws.s suoh that the mawbalance near the tip was ineffective; 
this result is quits contrary to the inidsl fear that as the mwsbslsnoe 
stopped A few inches short of the tip the outer half of the elevator 
might have been underbslenoed. 

The final stage of the aslculations was to in&de the degree of 
freedom tailplcme rotation. The tailplane inoidence WCS adjustable in 
flight for trimming purposes, aa this rotational freedom had a natural 
frequency of about 40 0.p.s. The calculation now agreed with the accident 
very well, ana a slight adjustment to the aerodynami.0 hinge-moment 
deriv&ives made the agreement exact as shown in Fig.6. The necessary 
adjustments were 

-hb multiplies by 0.9 

-hP multipliedby 1.1 

In this oaloulation the wing terms were fully included. This question 
of what account to take of the vdng in tsi.1 flutter oslculations is not 
easy to answer with certainty. To ignore the effect of the wing sltogether 
must leAa to errors elthough they will. usudly be errors on the safe side; 
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as a particular example flutr;er calculations on the Spitfire slweys gave 
low elevator flutter speeds until the effect of the wing was included in 
the caJ.culations. The difficulty 1s that including the wing terms often 
sems to le3d. to errors on the danger side. One possible reason for this 
is that the wing amplitude in the no-rmel modes which go into the oalcula- 
Con, assuming ncrmsl modes of the vhole aircraft are used, is probably 
overestimated, because in the asroplsne s-cructursl damping will reduce 
the v&Ping-to-tail'emplitude ratio under tail excitation 3s compared with 
the normel mocles. One solution is to carry out flutter cdculations Using 
branch modes of The wing, fuselnge and teil viith structural damping 
includea where appropriate. In ths'present example, however, it appeared 
simply to be necessary to include the right degrees of freedom in order 
to get good sgreement. 

The calculations described above did not follow ench other 
immediately, nor were the three degrees of freedom mentioned. the only 
ones considered. Several celculations in up to six degrees of freedom 
were carried out, in which it was shown, for example, that elevator torsion, 
fuselage bending and wing bending were d.1 unimportant. Before the final 
cslculation the clevntcr massbslence w3s increased and flight flutter 
tests, using 3 single inertia vibrator in the nose of the G.rczsft, wze 
begun. During these tests tr3ces of high frequency were observdin 
flight without the vibrator runrAng, and it ~3s this which led to the 
investignticn of tailplane torsion 3rd rotation, 3rd to the inclusion of 
these modes in r;he flutter ce.lculations. 

The flight flutter tests themselves did not proceed smoothly, because 
they had to be interrupted more than once to take account of modifications 
to the aircraft which affected the flutter position slthough they were 
m3d.e for other reasons. These included stiffening the elevator circuit 
and the elev3tor in torsion snd changing the wing planform. The general 
basis of comparisonbetween theory and experiment WGS in terms of a 
vari.s.ble degree of massbslence. Thus peek emplitude response was 
calculated for verious forward speeds, and the results plotted for 
different values of massbzilance. The exped.mentel curve was then fitted 
onto this background, 3s shown in Fig.7. Quslit3tively the agreement is 
seen to be very good, and although the individual flight points are not 
shown, the consistency of the fligjd results was found to be remnrksbly 
good also. The restits given in Fig.7 are for the configur3tion tested 
after the nccident with increased massbalance but without the other 
modific3tions; it till be noted that the cslcul3tions (this was in the 
intermediate stage) overestimated The beneficial effect of the mass- 
bslsnoe. After the other modifications, of which the circuit stiffening 
was probably the most imporr;snt, 3 second series of flight flutter tests 
was carried out with the restits shown in Fig.8; 5.r; can be seen t'mt the 
modifications were favourable . 

Conclusions drawn from this investigntion ere 

(5.) In ground resonance tests 3 high standsrd of accuracy is ' 
essential. 

(ii) High speed computing equi&ment should be used to give 3 
routine check with a large number of modes 

(iii) Distributed massbalance, even though more than static, does 
not guerantee freedom from flutter. 

(iv) on 3ertQnsmic derivatives, the MirAinnick rules gave very 
gOOd agreement with flight in this case. Mnch number effects were again 
unimportant. 
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(VI Flight flutter tests backed up by flutter calculations add 
greatly to one's confidence in flutter prediction, at least for classical 
flutter (i.e. shook wave effects unimportant). On the ether hand they 
involve a good deel of idme end effom;. 

4.3 Aileron flutter at hiph subsonic Mach number 

The aileron is a conventional ting tip aileron of about 25$ chord 
ratio fitted on a wing of moderate sweepback. In the first incident 
the aileron (only) was instrumented and clear sinusoidal oscillations 
were recorded; the frequency will be referred to as unity end Cl.1 other 
frequencies will be quoted relative to thLs flutxer frequency. The Mach 
number of the inoldent was about 0.93 and the height about &O,OOO ft. 
The high Mach number of the incident ooupled with the fact that no trouble 
had oocurred up to much higher indicated speeds at lower Mach numbers 
(and therefore lower altitudes), suggested that the incident was caused 
by shook-wave effects. Against this, however, was the fact that some 
dsmsge occurred to the undercarriage uplock, not inconsistent with ding 
torsion, whereas aileronbuzz Fs usuelly confined to the aileron itself 
and only local damage would be expected. To check the ting amplitude a. 
similar Biroraft was flown to the same conditions with more complete 
instrumentation and the reaords showed considerable vi%ng motion asOciated 

with the axleron rotation ax the ssme frequency ss before; no damage was 
done on this occasion. 

At this stage the flutter osloulations were reviewed. Again the 
original calculations for flight clearance were restriotedin scope by 
the lack of high speed nomputlng equipment at the time, but in this case 
the binary which later becsme so important was not overlooked. The flutter 
speed was, however, shown to be very high on the basis of zero oirotit 
stiffness - an assumption &ich tight be thought pessimistic but which 
turned out not to be so. The aileron is power operated end has a frequenc;y 
of G.8. After the incident the calculations took into account severd. 
degrees of freedom, but it mes found that abinary between wing torsion 
at a frequency of 1.1 and aileron rotation was sufficient, end the 
results quoted here relate to this type of binary. For aerodynamic 
derivatives the Minkdnniok rules were applied, but some uncertarrnty 
existed for the aileron derivatives because the aileron has a sedted 
aerodynamic bslence. In practice this balance area was esstmied fully 
effactive in the displaoement derivatives and completely ineffective in the 
damping derivatives. The 1atTer effect was cheoked by wind-tunnel measure- 
ments at low speed for the direct derivative (-h'), and although some 
favourable effect of the beak was found the net &ilue of (-ho) es measured 
was if anything a little below the osld.ated value. The ma&dance 
fitted was distributed along the beak and amounted to a good desl more 
than static balance. 

Two important general effects were found, end these are shown in 
Rigs*9 ona IO. Fig.9 shows the effect of oileron naturel frequency on 
the f’htter speed (the circtit stiffness being varied) end it can be seen 
that a oonsider&le fall in speed ooours up GO the nose of the curve just 
below the wing torsion&l frequency. This curve relates to a height of 
40,000 feet. Fig.10 shows the importanoe of height and below about 25,000 
feet (or even higher if' structurd demping IS &low&. for) the bend of 
flutter has disappeared. aJ.togel;her. These results showed in a generel 
way that the incident could be exflsi.ned as olassiosl flutter end that it 
WEIS not inconsistent with freedom from flutter at higher indicated airspeed 
but lower altitude. If this explsnadon is correct, The fact that the 
incident ooourred at high Mach number is i.ncidentel. The calculations 
showedthat aninoreaseinmassbelance shouldproxi.de a o-e. 
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The aircraft was therefore modified by increasing the massbelsnce 
and flown again to aMe.ch number of 0.93 at i@,OOO feet. The sircraft 
felt smoother to the pilot until a violent oscillation occurred which 
caused a failure of the control drouit. Excnimtion of the record 
showed a smooth growing oscillation of the aileron Q to the point of 
failure at the asme frequency as before (Iunity) followed by a further 
osciLlation of the free aileron at a frequency of 0.7 which pezsiated 
until speed hadbeen reduced. The wing amplitude va wry smdl in 
contrast with the previous incident. The amalld.ng ,qlitude implied 
that this incident was a form of aileron buzz directly dependent or Mach 
number. The origin of tileron buzz is though5 to be that shock waves 
lnduoe boundary layer separation, which in turn leads to negative aero- 
c3yncd.a dsmping of the aileron if the sepcrdion at the sileron is strong 
enough. There was no reason to doubt this explsnation of the second 
incident except that the two incidents now seemed inconsistent with each 
other; if the aileron dsmping falls to zero (or nearly so) at nMsah 
number of C.93, VW had coupled flutter rather than buzz occurred in the 
first instance7 Three further calculations, leading TO Rigs.11, 12 and 
13 seem to account for this end to provide a comple-ce explsnation of the 
observed facts. 

In all three Figures the flutter speed is plotted agsinst a 
factor k dG.ch is applied to the direct aerodynamic damping of the 
aileron, it being assuned that at li'aoh numbers near 0.93 the value of k 
fdls almost to zero. With the original maasbslsnoe (Fig.11) the flutter 
speed changes lit-cle, the chsnge being in the sense of sn inoresae in 
speed with reduo-cion in k. The agreement in speed and frequency between 
this cslculated curve end, the flight incident is good, and the amplitude 
ratio, wing to aileron, is slso of the right order. Fig.12 shows the 
corresponding diagram to Fig.11, for the condition of extra massbslanae. 
Flutter is absent at a value of k of unity but is introduced when k 
falls to about 0.75. The bend of flutter increases aa k is reduced and 
if the clemping is reduced to zero the region of flutter is actuaU.y greater 
than for the lower degree of massbalance. It seems, therefore, that the 
inertia coupli~ tith The wing for the original massbelance has a sr;abiliaing 
effect at low vslusa of k, although the coupling remains positive, i.e. the 
aileron is dynsmi.csUy underbalanced, until well beyond atatlc balance, sa 
is usual with a wirg torsion mode. It is noticeable from Fig.12 how the 
amplitude ratio f&la muab more rapidly than in Fig.11, and for k = 0 
the flutter is almost entirely confined to the aileron. The flutter 
frquenoy is lower than in Fig.11, but not to a very great extent. Fig, 13 
shows what hxgpena when the circuit has fsiled, end the elastic restraint 
on the aileron has disappeared. The results are similar to those of Fig.12 
except that the frequency has fsllen still further as it was found to do 
in flight. More precise quantitative sgreement can hardly be expected 
when it is remembered that Figs.11 to 13 are drawn for variation in one 
derivative (-hb) only; in practice the associated derivatives, $ and 
-mb, must change in a similsr manner, and it is likely that the tisplaoement 
derivatives will be affected nlso. 

The cure dioh has been adopted is to fit vortex generators shead of 
the aileron 'cc reduce the Lsrec~ of separated flow and hence avoid the drop 
in e3roaynamic damping end the circuit strength snd stiffness hns been 
increased. At the some time the extra maaab.d-2ance 1s retained. An 
alternative to the use of vortex generators would be to restore the lost 
sero@nsmFc damping by the provision of artificial dsmping, e.g. 
hyaraulical1y. 
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Conclusions from the investigation may be summsrised sa 

(i) Control surface flutter od.oulations should slwsys cover 
variations in the circuit stiffness; zero stiffness is not necesssrily 
the worst condition. 

(ii) As in the previous example, distributed ms.ss,belsnce, even 
beyond static, does not ensure freedom from coupled flutter. 

(iii) Even though flutter only ooours at high Maoh numbers, it may 
not be a oompressibil.ity phenomenon but rather a coupled flutter which is 
only possible at en adverse combination of height and equivslent airspeed. 

(iv) The effect of a serious loss in a*odynamio damping on a 
control surface is not necessarily to promote pure buzz of the control 
surfaoe alone. Simple flutter celoulations in this osse gave good 
agreement with flight. 

(v) The Minhinnick rules led to good agreement tith flight as 
regards coupled flutter, but did not, of oourse, prediot the loss of 
aero?iyndLc damping. 

4.4 Rudder flutter at &h subsonic Mach tier 

The rudder is a f.zi.rly narrow chord rudder with a smell hornbolance 
fitted on a delta shaped fin. MassSslance weights are carrred at the 
bottom and in the horn. The possibility of transonic flutter was envisegd 
before fUght end the flutter calculations included a variation of the 
direat aerodynsmio damping ?n the rudder, but it was decided to fly the 
airoraft with instrlrmentation s&by careful examination of the records it 
was hoped to pick out sny tendency to flutter before it became dangerous. 
In faot tild flutter occurred at aMach number of 0.93. The flutter was 
considered to hs.ve been oaused by a ohange in sign of the direct aerodynfimic 
-yi&bbt psradoxioelly the cure proposed was to increase the horn 

The reason for this propossl is shown in Flg.14 which gives the 
results from flutter calculations involving flexi.bilities of the fin and 
rudder, The natural frequencies involved, referred to a flutter frequency 
of unity as in example 4.3, are 

fin fun&mental bending 0.6 
fin torsion 1.6 
fin overtone bending 2.1 
rear fuselage torsion 0.8 
rudaer f undsmental 0.76 
teilplane bending 0.8 

The rudder fundamental mode is almost pure torsion as the rudder is 
operated by a stiff powered oontrol from its base; its frequency is 
unexpectedly low because of the length of the rudder and the heavy mass- 
balance az the top, The curve of Rig.14 did not give very good agreement 
with the frequency of the flutter inoident (the calculated values being 
rather too low), but as the aerodynamia stiffness on the rudder wns 
uncertain this aiscrepaoy was not thought to be vital: moreover the high 
frequency modes rvere not included in zhe oslodation. The effect of an 
inorease in musbalanoe is shown to be favourable, the mechanismbeing 
that it Causes more fin smpldtude in the combined motion, end the fin 
bending is positively damped aerodynsd.cdly. To increase the horn mass- 
balance was en easy modification to carry cut in practice, and so it was 
tried. l?lutter again ocourred, however, 
as before. 

in roughly the same conditions 
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The flutter c&ouJ.ations %-ere now re-examined and a more methodicel 
variation of the derivatives mas carried out. A few of the results sre 
plottedinFig.15 which also differs fromFig. in that the fin torsion 
mode is inoluded. In F-‘-g.15 the effect of the oerodynamio oouplings is 

investigated. The centre of pressure under ruddor rotation(-/ep) is 

assumad to move back betweenMach numbers of 0.85 and 0.95 from 0.48 of 
the fin chord to 0.77, and a similar movement is assumed for the out-of- 

phase centre of pressure, -"&(j. It OM be seen that both these changes 
have an adverse effect, end especielly the former. By comparison the 
effect of a ohsnge in sign of the direct damping aoeffioient iS Smell. 
The curves ss drawn relate to the configuration with the increased mass- 
balsnoe, and the agreement vzith the corre?pond.ing flutter incident is good 
for a vslue of k of -0.5. In this cese the amplitude &phase were 
obtsined from different pickups in flight, and these values are compared. 
with the calculated voJ.ues in Table III. 

TABLE III -- 

Pickup 
PosiY.on " 

Fin 

lbi.lplW 
,, , 

Rudder horn 

h 

Flight 

1.0 

0.16 

0.25 

L-tude I Phase 

Caloulated 1 F&&t (Caloulated 

1 .o 0 0 

0.24 -1500 -180' 

0.26 30° 46O I 
For the first incident the instrumentation was not so complete, but 

a value of k of -0.5 was again shown to give good sgreanent with flutter 
speed end frequency. It will be seen from Fig.15 that the tendency is for 
flutter speeds to rise again as the aerodynamic centre on the finmoves 
aft, nhiah it does at a slightly higher Mach number. It is therefore 
suggested that the curve of flutter speed egsinst Mach number passes 
through a minimum at about M = 0.95 as shown in Fig.16, and. in fact enough 
etidenoe wss obtained from full soale to show that the true curve for the 
configuration flown must be of the form of Fig.16. 

It will be noticed that the adverse c.p. shift has reduced the 
flutter speed considerably even for full damping vsluss (see Fig.15). In 
this oondition (k = 1.0) the flutter is approaching flexure torsion of the 
fin, end. this fact complicated the possibility of finding a cure, since 
the obvious cures of fitting a mdrulic dsmper or a seaond power jaok 
some wey up the fin lead to a serious reduction in the fin flexure torsion 
flutter speed purely through the adverse mass effect, It was therefore 
decided to increase this flutter speed first by stiffening up the fin in 
torsion, !Che oalculated curve for the stiffened fin is shown in Fig.17, 
and it can be seen that the increase in flutter speed is sensitive to the 
value of k which applies in the rqe k z-0.4 to -0.6. It was therefore 
decided to fly the sircraft end approach the dangerous speeds by explo&ve 
cherge excitation in a flight flutter test. Unfortunately only one pickup 
worked satisfaotor$ly, and that was near a node, so the teohnique was 
Unsuccessful elthough it was not tried very fairly. 
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The effect of the stiffened fin was to raise the flutter speed by 
about 30 knots E.A.S. at the 881118 Mach number and frequency as before. 
This result was investigated by new celculations based on the measured 
resonance modes of the stiffened fin and the curves of Fig.18 were obtained. 
Good agreement was obtsind vrith the incident by assuming the factor k 
fells to -0.25 vsith $43 = -I). 15, and it was aeciaedthat these aeriva- 
tives COiiLd give good agreement with the earlier incidents if slight 
improvement were maae in the struotural assumptions. 

The conclusion to tkis series of transonic incidents was that the 
size end inertia of the rudder were reduced, thereby increasing its 
torsionsl frequency to 2 tits or more, a large contribution in this 
increase being due to the deletion of the horn massbaLance weight. In 
sddition a hydraulic damper was fitted, ana no further flutter zncident 
has occurred. Many more calculations were carried out to show the final 
configuration to be satisfactory, but as they are only supported by flight 
results in a negative way, they are not quoted here. 

The general scheme for evaluating basic aerodynamic derivatives in 
this work was more ocmplioated than the application of the Ninhinnick 
rules. The stiffness and aamping derivatives were both calculated for 
-the condition Y + 0 using three dimensional theory (e.g. Mdthopp-Garner) 
but for rigid modes. The effect of the distortion modes was introduced 
by assuming that the flutter coefficients CM be oe&ulated as though 
they consist cf two parts fich are directly additive; one part deaends 
on the product of the mcae and. the rigidbody loading (the usual strip- 
theory approach) and the other part depends on the rigid body loading 
Only. In this way some allowance is made for induced aeroaynamic effects, 
while the lsbour of calculating the pcefficients is very much less than 
if the full three-dimensional theory were used. 

'The folloting conclusions may be drawn 

(i) where possible a powor operated. control surface on atrsnsonio 
sircraft should be operated from two points or more; if only one point is 
used the middle is better than one ena. 

(ii) Massbalsnce snd stiffness clo not combine well in the prevention 
of flutter. 

(iii) The aft skift in control surface centre of pressure at tran- 
sonic speeds can lead to flutter between main surface torsion d OontrOl 
surf aoe rot ation ( or t or&on). The flutter is sensitive both ti Mach 
number snd eqtivalent sirspeea. 

(iv) At transonio speeds the @derivatives are likely to go 
negative, in this csse reaching v&dues of about 4 of their maximum 
positive vslues. 

(v) The change in sign of the cross-damping derivatives may be 
more important than the change in sign of the direct hinge moment 
damping. Although this appears to be true for a fin and rudder, however, 
it is unlikely to be true for a wing and aileron where the aileron forces 
on the wing are relatively so much less. 

(vi) The effect of modal shape on three-dimensionsl derivatives csn 
be obtained tith fair accuraoy by combining the rigid body loaa-Lng with 
the rigidbody loading times the mode in suitable proportions. In this 
case the agreement appesredto be 

7 
ood (some of the derivatives were 

aheoked by wind-tunnel measurement but the changes that were made for 
transonic conditions were purely empirical. 

s 
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(vii) Although the use of explosive charges for excitation in a 
flight flutter test oennot be condemned from this investigation, it is 
apparent that a continuous excitation technique (see section 4.2) offers 
a more positive methoa of exciting the dengerous frequency. 

5 Statistioal. evidence 

In the last section four of the M)re informative of reoent flutter 
inoidents have been disoussed in some detail ar,d a number of points have 
been made for the avoidanoe of similar inoidacts in future. In this 
seotion a far greater number of incidents hnve been andysed, but the 
analysis is much more rudimentary. 

Cne point of irAerest is the trend with time of the character of 
the incidents. Mach numbers have increased end so has the prominenoe of 
flutter in one degree of freedom, both ns wouldbe expected. Another 
trend has been for hi&her frequency modes to lead to flutter. This is 
illustratedin Fig.19 where the flutter frequency divided by the symmetric 
ding fundementel bending frequenoy is plotted s+inst the year of the 
incident. There were two exception&. incidents in lyl.$+, but apart from 
those the widening spread of the flutter frequencies is clearly shown. 
This is to be expected with the reduction in wing thickness for highMaoh 
number sirweft and other &lied ohenges all of which have tended to reduce 
frequencies. There is en apparent increase in nuder of incidents ridth 
time in Mg.19, but this is ocoesioned mainly by the greater nuder dioh 
e.re fully recorded and to v&xi& a frequency canbe assi@~eit with confi&noe; 
in the earlier years many lnaidents could not he plotted. 

An attempt has else been made to ~alysc the more recent inddents 
for raasons as to why they were Mt predicted. Three main possibilities 
are considered and the number of incidents which fell under each heading 
is 

(a) Inadequate aerodynamic information 

b) Calculations with the wrong (or too few) degrees of freedom 

(0) Inadequate structural information 

Some incidents occur under more than one headi 
7 

that of seotion 
4.2, for example, is counted under all three bocnuse a) the aerodynnmic 
detivatives in use before the incident end in the first celoulations 
afterwards gave too small a region of flutter, (b) the mode which ultimately 
led to flutter was not included in the prc-flight calculations, and (a) 
the resonsnoe mode was inedequately measured. The importance of (a) is 
expected, particularly as it oontruns all the oases of aileronbuzz, but 
it is perhaps surprising to find that (b) and(c) are not far behind (a). 
Lines of attack are however well established for deeJing with these 
difficulties; they msy be summarised 

(a) (i) Good trensonic design 

(ii) Use of three-dimensionel subsonic and supersonio derivative 
theories - supported by the use of high speed computing equipment 

(iii) Use of derivative and flutter models. 

(b) (iv) Development and use of high speed computing equipment 

(c) (v) Improvement in techniques for ground resonance testing 
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(vi) Improvement in techniques for influence coefficient measurement 

(v-ii) Use of high speed computing equipment in making normsl mode, 
and other, structural csloulations, 

and, in addition 

(viii)The use of flight flutter tests. 

6 Gonolusions 

The survey of recent incidents, both in detail and in general has 
led to conclusions which have been statedinthe paper and are not repro- 
duced here. The msin broad trend in flutter prediction, however, may be 
sumnsrised as the correlation to a steadily inoressing degree between 
cslculations snd measuremetis. Normal modes ore cslcul.s.ted and compared 
with measured modes; flutter models are built and the test results 
compared with csloulations; aeroaynomic derivatives are calculated and 
selected ones are measured; flight flutter tests are carried out snd 
compared nith CaloulatiOnS. AU these stages are not yet oovered on every 
aircraft, but recent progress has been considerable and it must lead to a 
greater aacuracy in flutter prediction for the future. The importance of 
high speed computing equipment is evident. 

One ondssion in the paper msy excite comment. There is no incident 
quotedin which the powered flying control circuit has been a ftia- 
mental 0-e of flutter. Power control instabilities have certs2riLy 
occurred, but they have usually been detected and cured on the ground. 
Powered control instability has been suspected &s a contributary cause 
in some of the flutter incidents, but it has alwsys been shown (for flutter 
inoidents which have occurred in Great Britain) that the powered control 
could not supply energy to the motion at the known flutter frequency. 
At r;he same time no attempt has been made in Great Britain to use 
structural feed-back through a power oirouit to stslXiise potentid. 
flutter modes; in many cases inertia couplings which have existed have 
been eliminatedby msssbslanaing the circuit. Flutter prediction in the 
future will, however, have to take inoreasing acoount of the effects of 
powered flying controls and auto-pilots; in this field the use of 
electronic simulators may be particularly valuable. 

Perhaps the most important design recomendation to come out of the 
analysis of the present paper, is that control, surfaces on trsnsonio (and 
supersonic) aircraft which are power conwolled should be designed without 
massbalance and operated from two or more spanwise positions. Backlash 
shouldbe kept ‘60 a minimum and the dynamio stiffness as high as possible. 
A damper installation shouldbe designed as an emergency in os.se of flutter 
in a single degree of freedom. 
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Notation Used 

The derivative notation used is s.3 follorvs:- 
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,= 

a = pV2ody &v2eE + ive; + eJ"/o + (...e,)a + (...$p + (...qf] 

a I pv%*ay [(-"2mg + im; + mz)"/c t (...m,)a t (...m$ t (...my)Y] 

dI3 = p?c*dy {(-u2h, t ivhi t h,)"/c t (...h,)a t (...h$ t (...hy)Yj 

IV. = pV*c*dy I(-v2tk. t ivti + t,)"/c + (...t,)a t (...t,)P t (...t,)Y] 

where dL is the lift force on a strip dy 

a is the nose up pitching moment about the leading edge on a 
strip dy 

aH is the nose up hinge mcrment on a strip dy 

dT is the nose up tab hinge moment on a strip dy 

s is the down displacement of the leading edge of the strip 

a is the nose up rotation of the strip 

P is the down control surfaoe angle of the strip 

Y is the down tab angle of the strip 

P is the aFr density 

V is the forward speed 

c is the strip chord 

v is the frequency parameter WC/v where w is the frequemy 

eE . . . ti' are the aerodyramio inertia derivatives 

ei . . . tg are the aerodynamic clamping derivatives 

% . ..tZ are the aerodynamic stiffness derivatives 
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